Now, children ages 4 to 6 who want to start
reading books by themselves have a great
resource to begin with.
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NEW! Published in 2017

Super Hammy

My First Reading Series

AGES
4–6

Super Hammy Box set (15 Books with audio CD)
ISBN: 978-1-77205-206-0
$89.95
Box size: 8.25”x7”x1.5”, weight 2.1 lb
The Super Hammy reading series is a
collection of 15 books about a mighty little
hero who goes on big adventures with his
friend Little Mouse. His funny little stories are
told in small sentences – just right for Prekindergarten, Kindergarten and Grade one
readers.
The stories have been written with controlled
vocabulary, simple sentence structures that reflect children’s oral
language, and easy-to-read fonts. The characters and humorous story
lines will appeal to children and make learning to read fun.
The books are designed to facilitate the teaching of reading for
classroom teachers, Reading Recovery teachers, teachers of English
Language Learners and students with special needs, and for parents.

About the author
Oksanna Crawley is a retired kindergarten
and Reading Recovery teacher with 25 years
teaching experience in Canadian schools.
In addition to the Super Hammy reading
series, she has written and illustrated a
children’s hockey story, “So, You Be Keon and I’ll Be Mahovlich”, about
Toronto Maple Leafs legend, Bill Barilko.
Prior to beginning a career in education, she worked as a radio
journalist and newscaster. She is a graduate of the University of Toronto.
She is passionate about helping children learn to read.

NEW! Published in 2017

Here Comes Super Hammy!
$5.95 978-1-77205-178-0
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy and His Car
$5.95 978-1-77205-181-0
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy Loves Cheese
$5.95 978-1-77205-180-3
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy’s Birthday Party
$5.95 978-1-77205-177-3
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy has some
incredible powers but in other
ways he’s just like you and
me. Read and learn about
what Super Hammy does
every day.

Super Hammy and the Slippery Soap
$5.95 978-1-77205-179-7

softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

NEW! Published in 2017

Super Hammy and the Big Fish
$5.95 978-1-77205-182-7
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy is Cooking
$5.95 978-1-77205-183-4
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy Washes His Clothes
$5.95 978-1-77205-184-1
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy and Little Mouse Go!
$5.95 978-1-77205-186-5
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

This mighty little hero can do
great things. Super Hammy
washes his own clothes. He is
an amazing cook! He saves
a big fish. Most of all, Super
Hammy and Little Mouse
love going out to look for
adventure.
Super Hammy’s Halloween
$5.95 978-1-77205-185-8
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

NEW! Published in 2017

Super Hammy Helps Little Mouse
$5.95 978-1-77205-187-2
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy Goes For a Drive
$5.95 978-1-77205-188-9
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy Makes a Snowman
$5.95 978-1-77205-189-6
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy Saves the Cheese
$5.95 978-1-77205-190-2
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy Saves Little Mouse
$5.95 978-1-77205-191-9
softcover, 20 pages, size 6”x8”

Super Hammy loves to help!
When Little Mouse has an
accident, Super Hammy
comes to the rescue. But
when Super Hammy’s car is in
trouble, Little Mouse saves the
day! On a snowy day, Super
Hammy and Little Mouse
have some funny ideas for
making a snowman.

Three Little Piggy Banks
Financial Literacy for Children

AGES
4–7

It is never too soon to start learning about
money and how to manage it. This book
is to help children learn about financial
skills and grow up to become responsible
and successful to live their life at their full
potential.
Let’s all learn about:
• Goal setting and planned spending
• Giving back
• Delayed gratification
• Keeping track of our expenses
Three Little Piggy Banks
$12.95 978-1-77205-176-6
softcover, 44 pages, 10”x8”

• Talking openly about money
• Separating savings from spending
• Living within our means

About the author
Pamela George was born in the
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago and
now lives in Ottawa, Canada.
From a childhood of poverty and
growing up with an illiterate single
mother, Pamela knows firsthand how
education can be the key to breaking
the cycle of poverty and abuse.
Her passion and life’s work is to help
people, especially at a young age,
to build strong and lifelong financial
literacy skills.

Smarti Bear Brain Fitness Kits

— Books and games to boost whole brain development

Kit 1: Logic and Spatial Orientation 978-1-77205-114-8 $39.95
				

Kit 2: Logic and Time Orientation
				

Box size: 10.5”x”8”x2.5”

978-1-77205-115-5 $39.95
Box size: 10.5”x”8”x2.5”

AGES
4–7

Kit 3: Logic with 3D Patterning 78-1-77205-116-2

$39.95

Box size: 10.5”x”8”x2.5”
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Kit 4: Logic with Shape, Colour and Numbers
978-1-77205-117-9 $39.95 Box size: 10.5”x”8”x2.5”

PLAYWISE

Developing creative and critical thinking skills
978-1-77205-126-1

25th
anniversary
edition!

$39.95 Box size: 10.5”x”8”x2.5”

AGES
6+

If you had two heads
would that make you
smarter?

Should we free all the
animals in the zoo?

54

THINKING

Contains: Game board, rules, 200 cards in 5
categories, 8 tokens of 4 colours, 52 picture
cards, 52 laurels, 12 clue cards, 2 dice.

“

“

The most intelligent game
since chess”– Radio Canada

Fun and enlightening”
– H. Siegel, author of Educating Reason

Playwise is an award-winning game that helps children develop and
strengthen their creative and critical thinking skills. It encourages
children to think of a variety of reasons, seek evidence to explain their
answers, consider different answers, and explore alternatives and
consequences to what they say and do!

My Little Book of Questions
The My Little Book collection features 52 questions, with illustrations, from
the game PLAYWISE. This portable conversation tool helps parents and
teachers cultivate the art of wonder and learning in children of all ages.

978-1-77205-052-3

978-1-77205-053-0

978-1-77205-059-2

$4.95 each $16.95/set of 4

978-1-77205-058-5

AGES
4+
Do some animals
have more rights than
others?
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This book, applies the knowledge from research on the brain and the nature

Games and the Brain Training Revolution
of intelligence to present effective tools every parent and educator needs to
help children
develop and
into bright
and successful Need
adults.
What
Parents
Educators
to Know
It presents the Wisdom for Children Curriculum for preschool and K-3,
comprised of fourGeorge
award-winning
logic games and
story books that are
Ghanotakis,
Ph.D.
aligned with Common Core State Standards for Math and English and in
conformity with the objectives of the Ministries of Education in Canada
emphasizing reasoning skills, dialogue and problem solving.
A new revised and expanded edition of the recommended resource guide
Wisdom Apprentice Kit (La Trousse des Apprentis–sages) which has “proven
to be an interesting tool for use by teachers and parents alike to promote the
development of children’s intelligence in holistic ways both at kindergarten and
elementary grade levels.” — Ontario Ministry of Education and Training.

The kids who played the reasoning games
saw their scores jump by more than 30
percent on student tests of that skill and their
IQ scores rose by 10 points in the average.
—Scientific American May/June 2013

Contains Up-to-date Information on:
• Tools and Tips for Parents and Teachers
–10 Tips to Modify Unacceptable Behavior
–10 Tips for Engaging in Dialogic Reading or Play
–10 Tips to Extend Children’s Thinking by Repeated
Read-Alouds or Play
• Conforms to Common Core
I S B N 978-1-77205-077-6

George Ghanotakis P.h. D.
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GROWING UP SMART
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Effective Tools and Worked Examples
George Ghanotakis, Ph.D.

At last, a creative
tool to empower
parents’ role as
effective educators
while having fun!
Briliant!
—Dr. Denis Destrempes

DC Canada Education Publishing
180 Metcalfe Street, Suite 204
dc-canada.ca Ottawa,
DC Canada
Education
Ontario K2P
1P5 CanadaPublishing

and Institut Philos

9

781772 050776

DC Canada Education Publishing
and Institut Philos

Display unit with 4 little books

Gift Set (4 books & a plush bear)
978-1-77205-087-5 $19.95

$29.95

George Ghanotakis holds a law degree from the University of
Quebec and degrees in education and philosophy from the
University of Toronto.
Dr. Ghanotakis taught at various Canadian universities.
He is the founder of the Canadian Institute of Philosophy
for Children and served as special consultant for the
implementation of thinking skills programs across the K-12
curriculum, working closely with school boards, parent
associations and the ministries of Education.

The Charter for Children
Empowering, Entertaining and Uniquely Canadian

The Charter for Children
A set of 14 (a complete series)

$198.95 (HC) 978-1-926776-98-9
$148.95 (PB) 978-1-926776-99-6

La Charte pour les enfants

Ensemble complet : 14 livres
$148.95 (PB) 978-1-77205-113-1

The Charter for Children introduces children to the
basic principles of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms.
Each story is set in a different province or territory
of the country and each story addresses a
different right or freedom in the Charter. The
series seeks to empower children by providing
them with a basic awareness of their rights and by
fostering a respect for the fundamental values that
Canadians cherish.
About the authors
Dustin Milligan is a native of Tyne Valley, Prince
Edward Island. He received a degree in history
and political science from the University of Ottawa
and law degree from McGill University. He was
called to the bar of Prince Edward Island in 2011.
This 14 book series was illustrated by Meredith
Luce, Cory Tibbits and Jasmine Vicente.

Into Math With Imagination
Written and illustrated by Yasmina Roberts

Math-based stories that nurture
creative problem solving

Antventures

$12.95 (PB)
ISBN: 978-1-926776-31-6

Mystery in the Sea

$12.95 (PB)
ISBN: 978-1-926776-32-3

AGES
6+

Logic Land

$12.95 (PB)
ISBN: 978-1-926776-03-3

SET OF 3: ISBN 978-1-77205-00-4 $36.95

• A collection of non-standard math problems,
embedded into captivating stories
• Challenges the brain from early childhood
• Awakens the natural curiosity of young minds
• Trains children to think logically
• Entertains and explains different problem-solving
methods at the same time
• Proves that math can be fun and fascinating
Yasmina Roberts has a Master’s degree in
mathematics from the University of Toronto.
She teaches at a private college and runs
math classes for children of all ages from
both public and private schools.
She developed this series to help children
learn math in a fun and creative way.

One Story A Day
Delightful, educational, inspirational

One Story A Day
(12 books, 12 CDs)

$120.00 | ISBN: 978-1-926776-02-6

AGE 5+
15,000+ sets
SOLD
around the
world

One Story A Day for Early Readers
(12 books, 12 CDs)
$140.00 | ISBN: 978-1-926776-65-1

The One Story A Day series contains a total of 365 stories—one
for each day of the year—separated into 12 books, each
representing one month of the year.
With interesting topics and motivational content, these stories
encourage enthusiasm for reading. Thoughtful illustrations reinforce
the concepts in the stories, enhancing the child’s understanding of
the text.
Supplementary audio CDs are also available. The CDs feature
narration of the stories by professional voice actors.
The stories, written by Canadian authors, are inspired by life
lessons, fables from around the world, nature, science, and history.
The One Story A Day series is designed to foster the reader’s total
development—linguistic, intellectual, social, and cultural—through
the joy of reading.
These books (and optional audio CDs) will be a practical addition
to any home or classroom.

DC Canada Education Publishing
dc-canada.ca

180 Metcalfe Street, Suite 204 | Ottawa, ON | K2P 1P5
Tel: 613-565-8885|Fax 613-565-8881|info@dc-canada.ca

QTY DESCRIPTION

ISBN

PRICE

SUPER HAMMY - MY FIRST READING SERIES
Box Set SUPER HAMMY (15 books &CD)

978-1-77205-206-0

89.95

Book

Here Comes Super Hammy!

978-1-77205-178-0

5.95

Book

Super Hammy and His Car

978-1-77205-181-0

5.95

Book

Super Hammy Loves Cheese

978-1-77205-180-3

5.95

Book

Super Hammy’s Birthday Party

978-1-77205-177-3

5.95

Book

Super Hammy and the Slippery Soap

978-1-77205-179-7

5.95

Book

Super Hammy and the Big Fish

978-1-77205-182-7

5.95

Book

Super Hammy is Cooking

978-1-77205-183-4

5.95

Book

Super Hammy Washes His Clothes

978-1-77205-184-1

5.95

Book

Super Hammy and Little Mouse Go!

978-1-77205-186-5

5.95

Book

Super Hammy’s Halloween

978-1-77205-185-8

5.95

Book

Super Hammy Helps Little Mouse

978-1-77205-187-2

5.95

Book

Super Hammy Goes for a Drive

978-1-77205-188-9

5.95

Book

Super Hammy Makes a Snowman

978-1-77205-189-6

5.95

Book

Super Hammy Saves the Cheese

978-1-77205-190-2

5.95

Book

Super Hammy Saves Little Mouse

978-1-77205-191-9

5.95

Book

Three Little Piggybanks

978-1-77205-176-6

12.95

Shipping (Canada): 10% of your total order
(incl. GST), with a minimum charge of $5.00

Subtotal

For shipping outside of Canada, please email
us: info@dc-canada.ca

Shipping

GST

Total

Billing Information
Institution:

Contact Name:

Address:

City/Prov:

Postal Code:

Phone:

Email: 		
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QTY DESCRIPTION

ISBN

PRICE

Smarti Bear Series
Kit

Smarti Bear Brain Fitness Kit 1

978-1-77205-114-8

39.95

Kit

Smarti Bear Brain Fitness Kit 2

978-1-77205-115-5

39.95

Kit

Smarti Bear Brain Fitness Kit 3

978-1-77205-116-2

39.95

Kit

Smarti Bear Brain Fitness Kit 4

978-1-77205-117-9

39.95

Game

Play Wise!

978-1-77205-126-1

39.95

Book

Growing Up Smart—-Part 1

978-1-77205-076-9

16.95

Book

Growing Up Smart—-Part 2

978-1-77205-077-6

16.95

Book

My Little Book of Questions Collection

978-1-77205-179-7

16.95

Gift set

Smarti Bear Gift Pack

978-1-77205-087-5

19.95

Gift set

My Little Books Display unit

978-1-77205-069-1

29.95

Book

The Charter for Children (SC)

978-1-926776-98-9

148.95

Book

The Charter for Children (HC)

978-1-926776-98-9

198.95

Book

La Charte pour les enfants

978-1-77205-113-1

148.95

Book

Into Math with Imagination (set of 3)

978-1-77205-00-4

36.95

Box Set

One Story A Day (12 books & CDs)

978-1-926776-02-6

120.00

Box Set

One Story A Day for Early Readers
(12 Books & CDs)

978-1-926776-65-1

140.00

Shipping (Canada): 10% of your total order
(incl. GST), with a minimum charge of $5.00

Subtotal

For shipping outside of Canada, please email
us: info@dc-canada.ca

Shipping

GST

Total

Billing Information
Institution:

Contact Name:

Address:

City/Prov:

Postal Code:

Phone:

Email:		

DC Canada Education Publishing

Children’s books and music

QUESTIONS?
Our dedicated staff is happy to
answer questions regarding items
in our catalogue. We know that
children’s education is a critical
part of their development. We
want to ensure that our products
meet your expectations and the
needs of your student or child.
Please don’t hesitate to contact
our office for more information.
PHONE: 613-565-8885
EMAIL: info@dc-canada.ca

Stay up-to-date with news and
promotional offers from DC Canada
Education Publishing through our
website: DC-CANADA.CA.
DC Canada Education Publishing gratefully
acknowledges the financial support for its
publishing activities provided by the Government
of Canada through the Canada Book Fund and
with the assistance of the Government of Ontario
through the Ontario Book Publishing Tax Credit.

